Host the excitement and energy of Camp COSI in your community! Include Camp COSI on Wheels in your list of summer camp offerings and bring COSI Educators and a week of immersive, hands-on wonder to your park, community center, camp system, or summer program. Your campers will explore, measure, build, create, cheer, and learn with Camp COSI on Wheels!
YOU BECOME THE SCIENTIST
GRADES K-4
Your campers will become a new kind of scientist each day! Launch into space, explore the inner workings of the human body, “go green”, dig into the science of living things, and experiment with invention... It’s always exciting, always electric, and always hands-on!

DESIGN IT, BUILD IT, TEST IT GRADES 5-8
Explore the engineering design process with this “scientific sampler,” by walking in the footsteps of a new kind of engineer. Using the supplies in the COSI Toolbox, your campers will experiment with design challenges to build bridges and skyscrapers, design surgical tools, dissect wind-up toys, and more!

Week-long, FULL-DAY camp experience:
$185 per registered student

Week-long, HALF-DAY camp:
$110 per registered student
Minimum of 10 students and a maximum of 30 students.

Questions? 614.228.2674 ext.2339
Info & Reserve: cosi.org/campcosionwheels